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The tourism industry in South Korea took quite a battering  
in 2017 after China banned packaged tour groups from 
visiting the country resulting in a dramatic drop in 
international arrivals that year. Nevertheless the goals that 
Korea Tourism Organisation has set for itself for 2018 

are optimistic: 17 million foreign tourists and 230 million domestic 
tourists. Industry insiders while optimistic also point to several challenges 
facing the hotel industry including an over-supply of hotel rooms. 
However, in the short term, the hotel industry is pinning its hopes on 
the PyeongChang Winter Olympics. Experts also underline the positive 
effects of ‘Hallyu’, or Korean Wave, that is on the rise. Seoul in particular 
is benefiting from this interest in Korean television dramas, K-Pop, Korean 
cuisine and Korean beauty secrets.                              
 Moving on, our design feature, page 16, takes a look at how hotels are 
reinventing their public spaces from hotel lobbies to restaurants to reflect 
their mixed clientele. 
 While public spaces are important, getting prospective guests to 
make that booking is crucial and it is tough to stand out. Fundamental 
to success in this department is the sales force that needs to be equipped 
to deal with the changing  scenario, turn to page 8 for what needs to be 
done. There’s all this and more food for thought inside.

Managing Editor
Neetinder Dhillon
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Six Senses 
adds to its 
portfolio
 Six Senses Hotels Resorts Spas 
is increasing its portfolio by seven 
resorts and two more spas. The 
103-key Six Senses Uluwatu, 
Bali is scheduled to open in March 
2018. Set atop a rugged cliff in 
Pecatu, close to the Pura Uluwatu 
temple, the resort enjoys sweeping 
views of the Indian Ocean. March 
2018 also sees the opening of 
Six Senses Fiji on Malolo Island, 
known for its idyllic crystal waters, 
mountainous landscape and 
excellent climate. The property with 
its a 650m stretch of pristine private 
beach, will have two restaurants, 
three bars and 66 residences. 
In May 2018, Six Senses will 
open Six Senses Kaplankaya 
on the Turkish Riviera, with 141 
guestrooms and suites, plus 154 
private adjacent residences. August 
2018 will see the opening of three 
of the five lodges that make up 
Six Senses Bhutan: Thimphu, 
Punakha, Gangtey, Bumthang and 
Paro. Cambodia comes to the 
forefront in September 2018 with 
the opening of Six Senses Krabey 
Island, comprising 40 pool villas. 
And Six Senses Shaharut opens 
in November 2018, south of the 
Negev Desert, Israel, featuring 58 
suites and villas with one Retreat 
Villa. In 2019, the chain will head to 
India with Six Senses Fort 
Barwara in Rajasthan. Constructed 
in the 14th century and once 
owned by Rajasthan royalty, 
Fort Barwara is being restored 
to its former glory, led by a team 
of conservation experts. The 
scheduled standalone spas are 
Six Senses Spa Dubai and Six 
Senses Spa Manama in Bahrain.  

 InduStry newS

Singapore Airlines Luxury Suites 
 Singapore Airlines has unveiled their highly-anticipated new cabin 
products that entered service in December 2017 on the first of five 
new A380 aircraft. The new cabin offerings provide more space and 
privacy in all classes, featuring intimate and bespoke elements designed 
especially for the Singapore Airlines customer. The new Singapore 
Airlines A380 is configured with 471 seats in four classes. Of particular 
interest to us are the six Singapore Airlines Suites tucked into the 
front cabin of the upper deck. The private on-board oasis is hidden 
behind  a sliding door. Each suite is furnished with a separate full-flat 
bed with adjustable recline and plush leather chair, enabling customers 
to lounge comfortably in the chair or rest in bed without the need to 
convert the bed from a sitting position. For couples travelling together, 
the beds in the first two suites of each aisle can be converted to form 
a double bed. When not in use, the bed can be stowed completely. 
Each seat is upholstered by Poltrona Frau in fine leather, and is fully 
adjustable. The swivel capability of the chair (between 135 and 270 
degrees) with recline up to 45 degrees provides added flexibility. Each 
Suite also has: a 32-inch full HD monitor that can swivel for the different 
viewing angles in seat and bed modes, a full-sized personal wardrobe, 
customised handbag stowage compartment, amenity box lined with 
soft leather, specially designed carpet and a feature wall with mood 
lighting. The exclusivity of the suites cabin is further accentuated by its 
two stylishly-furnished lavatories, one of which has a sit-down vanity 
counter. The new suites were designed by Pierrejean Design Studio and 
manufactured by Zodiac Seats UK.

Voyage in Style
 For a truly stylish break in Hong Kong book 
yourself into the new Entertainment Suite at The 
Landmark Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong. 
The hotel has partnered with Vestiaire Collective, 
for a unique collaboration - ‘Voyage In Style’ that 
gives its guest the opportunity to enjoy exclusive 
Vestiaire Collective benefits: ‘Voyage in Style’ 
travel kits, tips and shopping vouchers. The suite 
guests will also enjoy access to a unique Globe-Trotter trunk filled with coveted statement 
fashion accessories curated by Vestiaire Collective’s co-founder, Fanny Moizant, and 
global fashion influencer, Tina Leung. A dozen day-to-evening handbags and fashion 
accessories will be available for fashionistas including an iconic Chanel midnight velvet 
quilted handbag, a rare 1970s Christian Dior minaudière and a limited-edition Hermès 
Kelly in Chamonix gold leather. 
 The hand-crafted Globe-Trotter trunk also features a ‘From Paris with love’ postcard 
providing useful personal tips on how to manage a travelling wardrobe, inspired by 
Moizant’s travels around the world. The ‘Voyage in Style’ offer in the Entertainment Suite 
includes: accommodation for one night in the Entertainment Suite for two; use of the 12 
rare fashion pieces in the Globe-Trotter trunk throughout the stay; exclusive ‘Voyage in 
Style’ kit featuring a Vestiaire Collective shoe bag, garment bag and more.

 Running from 27-29 May 2018, 
Food service Australia will host over 
8000 restaurateurs, caterers, chefs, café 
operators, distributors, hoteliers, bakers 
and patissiers; all there to see, smell, 
taste and buy the latest gear for their 
kitchens and restaurants.  
 Foodservice Australia is the fastest 
growing food exhibition in Australia. Each 
year has seen new features introduced 
such as the National Restaurant 
Conference, the Savour Patissier of the 
Year and the Bocuse d’Or. Next year will 

Sapporo gets a Best western
 Best Western Hotels & Resorts has unveiled Best Western Sapporo Odori-
Koen, a new midscale hotel in the centre of northern Japan’s largest city. Nestled in 
the heart of Sapporo’s Chuo-ku, or “central ward”, the hotel is surrounded by shops, 
leisure attractions, offices, and is opposite the popular Odori Park, making the hotel an 
ideal choice for all types of travellers, including those wishing to experience the magic 
of the annual Sapporo Snow Festival, which attracts more than two million people to 
the park each year. Officially opening in the first quarter of 2018, the hotel features 60 
contemporary rooms, all equipped with cutting-edge facilities, spacious working areas 
and complimentary Wi-Fi.
 Says Olivier Berrivin, managing director of international operations Asia of Best 
Western Hotels & Resorts, “This opening marks Best Western’s return to Sapporo, as 
we continue to expand in Japan’s most popular destinations. With 15 hotels now either 
operating or under development across the country, Best Western is confirming its 
position as one of Japan’s leading international hotel groups.” Best Western Sapporo 
Odori-Koen is located just 600 metres from JR Sapporo Station and one hour’s drive from 
Sapporo’s New Chitose Airport. It is also less than two hours from Niseko.
 This expansion comes as Japan prepares to host a series of major international 
sporting events, including the 2020 Olympic Games and the 2019 Rugby World Cup, 
which will include matches staged in Sapporo.

see the launch of an international chef 
team competition called The Battle of  
the Pacific.
 Event director Tim Collett says the 
show is moving to a new level next year, 
with the move to the new convention 
centre at Darling Harbour. He adds “this 
stunning new building is located right in 
the centre of Sydney and gives us room 
for more exhibitors and special events.  
It will be much more accessible for 
industry visitors and we expect a jump  
in attendance”.

 Collett says they are listening to 
feedback on the new building and have 
kept the show on one big level so visitors 
can see everything for their hospitality 
business in just a few hours, “the focus 
is on providing solutions to everyday 
issues as well as inspiration and new 
connections. By keeping the show 
focused there will be time for those  
one-on-one interactions that are the  
heart and soul of our industry.”  
(www.foodserviceaustralia.com.au)

Foodservice Australia brings the hospitality  
industry together under one roof

www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com
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 ManageMent

GettinG the 
right message 

across
It can be tough to stand out in a sea of competitors. How do you craft 

the perfect custom blend of message and motivation that will have hotel 
guests booking in droves? Donald Gasper talks to the professionals

“Hotels today are no 
longer just competing 
with rival hotel 
brands” says Rachel 

Grier, Asia-Pacific managing director of 
IDeaS Revenue Solutions. “They also have 
to contend with third-party distributors 
and disruptors from the sharing economy, 
such as Airbnb. Hotels do have one big 
advantage over these new competitors – 
they can directly engage guests, collect 
data about them and provide a customised 
experience.” 

For a hotel to personalise a guest’s stay, 
predictive modelling must be applied to 
the behavioural data that is gathered from 
all guest interactions. This allows hotels 

when developing pricing strategies and 
executing marketing campaigns, since value 
perception has a direct impact on a hotel’s 
ability to capture guests.

what are the 
latest trends in 
tools available to the 
sales and marketing 
team?   

Function spaces in hotels, and the 
areas dedicated to meetings and events, 
can account for up to 40 to 60 percent of 
a hotel’s overall revenues, Grier says. These 
spaces can have significant positive impacts 
on a hotel’s profitability, but if these spaces 
go undersold, they can also be a drag on 
a property’s financial performance. Today, 
there are cloud-based, visual strategy 
management solutions on the market to 
help hotels analyse and dissect their business 
trends and meeting space performance at 
their properties. (IDeas offers one such 
solution.) These systems visually consolidate 

to improve their segmentation and group 
together customers who behave similarly, 
so the hotels can more effectively target 
messaging and ‘stay experiences’ to them. 
With predictive modelling, a hotel can 
understand a guest’s likely lifetime value, 
which can assist in growing the value 
of their most valuable guests, as well as 
determining where to source more of those 
high lifetime value guests in the future.

“Additionally, where in the past the 
guest relationship with a hotel was direct, 
personal and on a one-to-one basis; today, 
guests are in the driving seat and a hotel’s 
brand and reputation is what consumers tell 
each other it is,” says Grier. 

In this context, social media and 
reputation information is vital as it forms 
a basis of value perception related to price 
sensitivity and demand as a subsequent 
function of price. To be effective today, 
revenue managers need to incorporate 
value perception data points, competitor 
set reputation and value weighting 

Kristian Valk, chairman and CEO of  Hotelchamp 

Hotels can now directly engage guests 
looking to make a booking, collect data 

and provide a customised experience  
Photo: Creative Commons Zero (CC0)

www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com
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 ManageMent

makes the online user experience unique 
and adjusted to every customer’s needs. 

The hospitality industry should be 
at the forefront of these innovations to 
rebuild guest relationships online, however, 
nowadays, too many hotel websites remain 
very static and unresponsive.” 

In the coming years, Valk expects 
that every hotel will have access to smart 
technology to create dynamic and engaging 
websites. “Imagine how appealing and 
interactive a website can be if it recognises 
in real time a business or leisure guest with 
or without kids. It will allow hoteliers to 
send ultra-personalised offers and relevant 
services. The business guest will be more 
likely to book if he receives a special 
discount for a taxi to the airport rather than 
a generic discount. On the other hand, a 
guest with two kids will be more sensitive 
to a special discount for the Family Room 
or more information about activities for the 
kids at the hotel rather than a free drink  
for two.” 

Smart technology is the key to create 
unique optimised customer journeys for 
every audience with the highest possible 
chance of conversion, Valk believes. 

data from other sales tools to help hotel 
teams strategically manage property 
functions and collaborate on ideal pricing 
strategies to enhance revenues.

motivating and 
mentoring revenue 
managers and the sales 
force

Hoteliers must achieve optimal levels of 
revenue and profitability from non-room 
revenue areas like conferences and events, 
Grier says. They also need to incentivise 
their sales teams to achieve quality of 
business, rather than quantity. Having the 
right forecasting, data and metrics in place 
may not result in optimal business, without 
the sales team delivering the right piece of 
business with highest impact to the hotel. 
“Sales teams, therefore, need to channel 
their focus on quality of business, rather 
than on single- dimensional metrics such as 
sale volume or space occupancy.”

using smart 
technology

 “I believe the next big step in the 
industry relies on using smart technology 

to create outstanding customer experience 
to engage with the guest from the very 
beginning of the booking process,” says 
Kristian Valk, chairman and CEO of 
Hotelchamp, which was founded to 
boost direct bookings and build guest 
relationships. “Hoteliers should be able 
to provide their guests with the same level 
of hospitality online, that they are already 
acknowledged for offline.” Hotelchamp, 
which has offices in Amsterdam and 
Barcelona.

“What we see with leading companies 
in other industries such as KLM, Netflix, or 
Spotify,” Valk says, “is that personalisation 

Guests [today] 
are in the driving 
seat and a hotel’s 

brand and 
reputation is what 

consumers tell 
each other it is.

Rachel Grier, Asia-Pacific 
managing director of  

IDeaS Revenue Solutions
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 Market report

South Korea suffered a major hit 
early last year when China – its 
largest source of foreign tourists – 
banned packaged tour groups from 

visiting the country.
A boycott was imposed on Chinese tour 

groups visiting South Korea on 15 March, 
2017, after the United States deployed a 
US Terminal High Altitude Areas Defense 
(THAAD) system in the country. The 
following month, the number of Chinese 
tourists dropped by a breathtaking two-
thirds from the same month in 2016.

Because China is South Korea’s largest 
source of foreign tourists, the overall drop 
in international arrivals came to 23 per cent 
over the first nine months of 2017.

But there have been other challenges 
contributing to the decline, as well. As 
Seung Geol Lee, general manager of the 
Imperial Palace Seoul, points out, major 
cities in South Korea have also been facing 
an over-supply of hotel rooms.

A member of Preferred Hotels & 
Resorts (PHR), the hotel is trying to 
differentiate itself by offering a variety  
of room packages and high-quality  
F&B promotions.

“In order to steadily build up brand 
image and customer loyalty, The Imperial 
Palace Seoul Hotel is actively carrying out 
various activities such as charity events and 
interior renovations,” Lee says.

The group entered the Korean market 
15 years ago and currently has 12 member 
hotels, including seven in Seoul, the nation’s 
capital; two in Busan, its second largest city; 

South 
Korea 

getS Set to 
welcome 

the world!
Despite a challenging year, hoteliers remain confident 

about the future, writes Michael Taylor

and one each in Cheonan and Hwaseong si.
“We would hope that good sense 

prevails and the visitor arrivals start to 
rebound in 2018 as tourists see the growing 
trend and attraction that South Korea has to 
offer for leisure travel,” says David Spooner, 
PHR Executive Vice President for  
Asia Pacific.

Spooner believes South Korea’s rise as 
cultural powerhouse will have a positive 
long-term impact on the country’s tourism 
industry.

“Overall the ‘Hallyu’, or Korean Wave, 
is on the rise with a keen interest in TV 
dramas and K-Pop artists that is now 
evident with the popularity of Korean 
cuisine, electronics and cosmetics,” Spooner 
says. “Seoul in particular is starting to gain 
the buzz and excitement of other world 
cities as the ‘place to visit’ for  
eating, shopping and experiencing the  
latest trends.”

Developer opens 
branDeD resort in JeJu

Jeju Shinhwa World Landing 
Resort opened in November 
2017. Developed by Landing Jeju 
Development Co., Ltd, the 615-room 
hotel is the group’s first hotel to be 
opened under its own brand.

“Following many years of dedicated 
work and after much anticipation, 
we have launched Landing’s very first 
hotel,” says Dr. Yang Zhihui, chairman 
and executive director of Landing 
International and Landing Jeju.

The largest island off the coast of 
the Korean Peninsula, Jeju is a popular 
travel destination with domestic 
and regional tourists, especially 
honeymooners. It suffered a devastating 
drop in visitors from China last year, 
the South China Morning Post reports.

David Spooner, executive vice president of   
Preferred Hotels & Resorts, Asia Pacific

Above: Jagdeep Thakral, general manager, 
InterContinental PyeonChang Alpensia
Left: InterContinental Pyeonchang Alpensia 
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winter olympics
In the short term, South Korea’s 

hotel industry is pinning its hopes on the 
PyeongChang Winter Olympics, which will 
be held in February. It will be the country’s 
first-ever Winter Olympics. The Summer 
Olympics were held in Seoul in 1988.

“We have a great track record for 
hosting major international sporting events 
– we also hosted the successful FIFA World 
Cup in 2002 – and [the winter games] will 
be another big milestone for the nation,” 
says Jagdeep Thakral, general manager, 
InterContinental PyeonChang Alpensia.

The question is, how long will the 
impact last?

“South Korea’s profile will be 
raised as the world turns its head to 
the PyeongChang 2018 Olympic and 
Paralympic Winter Games,” Thakral says. 
“It’s too early to say what effect this will 
have on our industry in the long-term, but 
we certainly see this as a very encouraging 
time for our industry.”

PyeongChang’s infrastructure was 
enhanced to handle the surge in visitors 
during the Olympics, and this included a 
high-speed railway, which has cut the travel 
time to Seoul in half.

“Naturally there will be a peak in 
occupancy during the games, though 
we are confident that the international 
exposure will have a positive effect,” 
Thakral says. “Outside of winter sports, the 
region is equally appealing in the summer 
months, when it draws in visitors seeking a 
mountainous escape.”

long-term prospects
Last year might have been challenging, 

but most industry insiders remain 
optimistic about the country’s  
long-term future.

“Despite the immediate challenges for 
South Korea, we see that the longer terms 
prospects are bright, and are currently in 
discussions with several new hotel operators 
about exciting new hotel developments in 
the region,” Spooner says. “Although the 
two key countries for visitor arrivals will 
remain to be China and Japan, we see that 
there is great growth potential and interest 
from the US, Europe and regional hub cities 
such as Hong Kong and Singapore as more 
sophisticated travellers look for different yet 
authentic experiences in their travels.” 

The facade, guest room and lobby of  the Imperial Palace Seoul.  
(Right) Seung Geol Lee, general manager of  the Imperial Palace Seoul
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 Design

It is widely acknowledged in the 
industry that travellers may not 
want the same experience every 
time, but they do want each of those 

experiences to be memorable. Whether 
it is a getaway splurge, a business trip 
or a designer holiday, the experience of 
staying in a hotel has as much to do with 
the hardware as the software. With their 
Instagram friendly angles, spaces that offer 
unusual volumes, changing vistas or cleverly 
framed views are going to get a lot of likes. 
And that applies to every aspect of a hotel: 
a lobby’s first impression, an all day dining 
outlet’s thoughtful demarcation of zones, or 
an efficiently beautiful guestroom. 

Open SeSame
Hotel designers that find clever ways to manipulate volumes and 

maximise spaces are changing the overall experience; 
Rebecca Lo embarks on an Asian tour to find out more 

Photography courtesy AccorHotels | Aedas Interiors | Hypothesis

Novotel Century Hong Kong unveiled 
a new look for its lobby in November 
that thoughtfully repurposes how its wide 
range of users commandeer the space. The 
busy business hotel is often operating at 
full capacity due to its close proximity to 
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition 
Centre and popularity with flight crews, 
yet it also receives foot traffic from people 
who cut through or use the lobby to meet 
friends. Hong Kong based Aedas Interiors 
previously conducted a refurbishment of 
Novotel Century’s lobby, bar and restaurant 
in 2006, though the lobby was redone in 
2014 by another designer. Last year, the 
hotel’s owner looked to Aedas Interiors 

again to open up the space for the more 
than 500-room property. 

Urban OaSiS
“We envisioned an oasis in the middle 

of Wanchai’s traffic and chaos,” recalls Leslie 
Lui, senior associate with Aedas Interiors. 
“It is a transitional space that connects 
two busy roads – Lockhart and Jaffe – and 
we wanted to make it welcoming both 
for locals and hotel guests.” Working with 
nearly five metre ceiling heights in parts 
of the lobby, Aedas Interiors focused on 
minimising the furnishings, with an 8.5 
metre long bench that dominates the space 
like sculpture. Finished in wood, it offers 

seating oriented in different directions and 
covered in a green grass like material that 
echoes the preserved moss found behind the 
reception kiosks. Aedas Interiors replaced 
a traditional counter with a quartet of 
freestanding pods shaped like the pebble 
and rock seating scattered throughout 
the lobby. “The pods break down barriers 
between the staff and guests, since there 
are only one or two terminals per kiosk,” 
explains Greg Farrell, executive director 
with Aedas Interiors. “The check-in or -out 
experienced becomes more personalised.” 

When a property is purpose built, 
however, it has the advantage of being 

restricted only by its owner’s budget 
and its designer’s imagination. For 
Fairmont Chengdu, the outlets had to 
make a statement while also catering to 
the neighbourhood’s needs. Situated in 
the heart of the Sichuan capital’s new 
high tech zone in the south, and within 
walking distance of Century City New 
International Convention & Exhibition 
Centre, the property is the fifth Fairmont 
in greater China. The luxury Toronto 
based operator’s 336 guestrooms and suites 
are complemented by a bevy of stunning 
outlets: Cube lounge and Chang Yi Sichuan 
restaurant by LW Design, and all day dining 

Spectrum and top floor signature outlet 
Manhattan by Indulge; both design firms 
are based in Hong Kong. 

Dining fOr all
“Spectrum was essentially a big open 

space,” notes Karen Hay, Indulge’s founder 
and creative director. “We broke it up into 
three zones to suit Fairmont Chengdu’s 
different clientele: an area in front of the 
kitchen so that families with children can be 
entertained by the open cooking stations; 
a lounge like area in the middle with large 
chairs and comfortable sofas, and a library 
with tea room on the left that’s quieter 

Signature outlet of  Fairmont Chengdu  – 
Manhattan by Indulge with its Great  
Gatsby concept

Novotel Century Hong Kong unveiled a new 
look for its lobby that is envisioned as an oasis 
in the middle of  Wanchai’s traffic and chaos
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for business travellers who may want to 
conduct a casual meeting.” At the rear, an 
outdoor space become an al fresco dining 
area during Chengdu’s warmer months, 
while screens help to separate the tea room 
and open area; the screens are nods to 
the Chinese practise of using translucent 
dividers while also being functional 
elements to gently demarcate different 
zones. A change in floor material from 
floral tiles to hardwood further delineates 
different spaces without interrupting  
sight lines. 

If Spectrum is Fairmont Chengdu’s 
daytime indulgence, then Manhattan is 
where the party’s at come sundown. The 
14 metre high ceilings was originally 
intended to be a small ballroom, and lent 
itself to a dramatic intervention in the form 
of a column design based on a Victorian 
lighthouse. A staircase wraps around the 
column, which includes glass sections that 
become fluting as they move up. A DJ 
booth on a hydraulic pad is positioned 

Bangkok’s Hypothesis was entrusted with 
adapting an abandoned apartment block 
near Thonglor BTS station into Ir-On, a hip 
boutique hotel

inside the column, while floodlights on the 
underside of the mezzanine floor highlight 
the Art Deco and fleur-de-lis patterns on 
the timber and The Great Gatsby inspired 
wrought iron details. “We were tasked with 
creating the best bar in China,” deadpans 
Hay. “Fortunately, we had an owner who 
believed in our Great Gatsby concept and 
supported us all the way after seeing a 
full set of renderings and mood boards.” 
Manhattan is slated to open around Chinese 
New Year 2018.

breathing rOOm
Guestrooms, too, can be maximised 

with thoughtful ways to open up spaces 

originally intended for other purposes. 
Bangkok’s Hypothesis was entrusted with 
adapting an abandoned apartment block 
near Thonglor BTS station into Ir-On, a 
hip boutique hotel in the predominantly 
residential community. It looked to the 
industrial background of the owner, 
Premnon Lerdporncharoen of Oneput, 
for design inspiration and clad the entire 
building in iron screens as tribute to 
his steel manufacturing past. “From the 
original layout of the apartment block, the 
bathroom area was very small – too small 
for a decent hotel bathroom,” states Yarinda 
Bunnag, design director with Hypothesis. 
“So we decided to bring the sink outside the 

bathroom in order to make the shower and 
toilet areas larger. The grill suspended from 
the ceiling has a double function. Since 
our budget was tight, we used it to create 
interesting light and shadow effects on the 
bare wall surfaces as well as to conceal the 
M&E works.” The grill reiterates the façade, 
while keeping the industrial chic vibe 
prevalent throughout the property. 

Farrell believes that smart spatial 
refurbishment of hotels with “good bones” 
help to make a cost effective impact that 
caters to how its spaces are currently being 
utilised. “Refurbishments add value while 
offering a healthy financial return for the 
owner,” he acknowledges. 

Fairmont Chengdu’s  Spectrum, all-day dining 
restaurant, is divided  into three zones to suit 
the hotel’s different clientele  
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Data ThefT
How safe is your hotel and its guests? With technological advances in the 
hospitality industry designed to make the guest experience more pleasing 

comes a hidden danger of data theft. Hotels and hotel companies 
need various security technologies to prevent malicious attacks as they 

maintain a huge amount of personally identifiable and financial data on 
file. This includes sensitive personal information that can be used to steal 

a guest’s identity. What are the tactics that hotels are using behind the 
firewall? Donald Gasper talks to some experts

Hotels are expected to maintain 
the physical security of their 
guests. If the guests do not 
feel secure in their rooms they 

will not bring their custom to the hotel or 
the hotel brand. 
 “This need for physical security applies 
to data security as well,” says Robert E. 
Braun, a senior member of the Global 
Hospitality Group at Jeffer Mangels 
Butler & Mitchell LLP (JMBM). “Hotels 
must make guests feel that the hotel they 
visit is as concerned about their personal 
and financial data as they are about their 
physical security.”
 Hotels must protect the massive 
amounts of data that they hold as they 
are the key to their competitive survival, 
stresses Braun, who is co-chair of his firm’s 
Cybersecurity & Privacy Group.

hoTels are The source 
of daTa ThefT
 “Yet hotels are actually the most likely 
source of data threat,” he says. “There are 
a number of reasons for this vulnerability, 
including the prevalent use of vendors 
with access to hotel systems, a large and 
undertrained workforce, the use of legacy 
systems and the failure to follow key 
security procedures, such as updating 
software regularly.”

 He says that hotels can transform 
themselves from being the most likely 
source of data theft to becoming the model 
for data security. 
 Braun says that at a recent panel on 
hotel security, panelists noted that each 
of the major hotel breaches in 2015, 
which involved every major hotel chain, 
implicated point of service credit card 
systems that complied with industry 
standards. Hence there is a need to 
look further than just ticking boxes and 
complying with standardised requirements. 
 However, he warns that while much 
focus is placed on the threat of credit card 
numbers, hotels must consider other risks.
 “Hotels need to consider more than 
data; the interconnection of systems means 
that breaking into a financial structure can 
give a hacker access to door locks, heating 
and air conditioning systems, electrical, 
plumbing and other key structural and 
physical parts of the hotel. What would 
happen if a hacker flooded a hotel, or 
opened the doors? This damage can far 
exceed the damage from lost credit cards 
and could cause untold damage to the hotel, 
its brand and owners.”
 Hotels can only achieve security for 
guests and integrity for their own data by 
creating a culture of security at all levels, 
Braun argues. And the key to this is the 
human factor: Hotels must train their 
personnel at all levels to minimise incidents 
and create a safe environment. 

You and Your guesTs 
are aT risk
 “From keycards and apps to PMS 
systems and guest internet, you and your 
guests are at risk,” warns Daniel Lister, 
CEO of Danmagi. It is surprisingly easy for 
anyone with a card reader to quickly gain 
guest data, but easier targets for data theft 
also exist, he says.
 Guests often sit and relax in the lobby 
or lounge areas unwittingly in the belief 
hotels have done everything to ensure 
their safety. Whilst the hotel “might” have 
selected IT solutions with high security it 
is more likely the human factor has made 
everyone vulnerable. It could be because of 
the budget cut, finance overruling, selecting 
a lesser product or the installation was poor 
and the IT skills are missing.

Daniel Lister, CEO of  Danmagi warns hotels: 
From keycards and apps to PMS systems and 
guest internet, you and your guests are at risk
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“Hotels must protect the 
massive amounts of  data that 
they hold as they are the key 
to their competitive survival. 

Yet hotels are actually the most 
likely source of  data threat 
[for] a number of  reasons 

including vendors with access 
to hotel systems, a large and 

undertrained workforce, the use 
of  legacy systems and the  

failure to follow key security 
procedures, such as updating  

software regularly.
Robert E. Braun, senior member,  

Global Hospitality Group at Jeffer Mangels 
Butler & Mitchell LLP (JMBM). 

 “Also, there has been a big increase in 
hotel staff using guest details, name and 
email for their own benefit, mostly used to 
gain access to the WiFi so they can browse 
their social media, but where does it stop? 
The WiFi providers should be able to track 
and identify the rogue user but it still comes 
as a shock to the guest to know the person 
in front office has their details.”
 A poorly installed WiFi network will 
allow those with a criminal mindset to 
easily hack multiple guest devices. Poorly 
configured networks are more common 
than safe networks. This is often simply 
down to inexperience.
 Hotel kiosk solutions are still one of the 
biggest sources of data theft. Guests will 
often print a boarding pass, rent a car, book 
an experience or check their social media. 
If the kiosk computer is not correctly 
managed it is very easy to add a key-logging 
device or even pull the data direct from the 
computer. Within a few weeks, you could 
have a considerable amount of guest data. 
“Seek advice before it is too late. The hotel 
is liable,” says Lister. 
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Cold brewed (not iced) coffee 
and its popularity is growing 

fast, among drinkers in the age 
bracket 14-40. Photo: Mikah

The long-time image of a 
steaming hot cup of fragrant 
coffee is moving aside to make 
room for a very different 

beverage albeit using the same basic 
ingredients – coffee and water. The 
newcomer is cold brewed (not iced) coffee 
and its popularity is growing fast, especially 
among drinkers in the age bracket 14-40. 
Many of them do not drink regular coffee 
so for the moment, at least, it seems the 
traditional side of the industry is content to 
co-exist with the trendy upstart. 

Cold brew coffee will always be 
expensive as it is labour intensive, takes 
at least 12 hours to brew and requires 
approximately double the quantity of 
coffee beans as the same volume of regular 
coffee. Perhaps surprisingly, cold brew 
contains more caffeine but is less acidic than 
conventional hot coffee. Once made, the 
cold-brew concentrate will keep refrigerated 
for about two weeks. It can be canned or 
bottled, which boosts its trendy image and 

Just Brew it
Cold

 Cold brew  with its deeper, less acidic and more subtle taste, and 
concentrated flavours is increasingly a preferred option for a refreshing 

caffeine fix on a hot day. Jane Ram on the trend

brings it into head-to-head competition 
with sodas rather than impinging on  
hot-brew sales.  

Cold brew coffee is not exactly new 
in Asia as the Japanese learned it from the 
Dutch in the early 1600s. While coffee 
shops across Asia are looking for new and 
creative ways to present the drink, home 
brewing has never been easier thanks to 
a plethora of accessories guaranteed to 
produce a perfect result. 

Dunkin Donuts were among the first 
big chain to latch onto the new trend in 
the US and Starbucks were not far behind, 
introducing cold brew coffee throughout 
the US in the summer of 2015, since when 
sales have increased by 25 per cent annually.  

oUT IN THE Cold
Cold brew is gaining popularity 

across Asia and the younger generation is 
interested in this new method of extraction, 
says Jennifer Liu, Hong Kong-based 
founder of The Coffee Academics.

Cold brew coffee is labour 
intensive and takes at least 12 
hours to brew, hence expensive. 
Photo: Mikah
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“The traditional coffee industry needs 
to think about whether their beans can 
represent well in the cold brew process and 
does it have a unique character and taste 
profile. Cold brew is the refinement of a 
regular iced coffee but more sophisticated 
in the process and extraction and it does 
not dilute as it stands. It is a beverage that 
highlights the authentic flavours of high 
quality beans, ie speciality grade coffee. 
The traditional coffee industry in mass 
production mode may not benefit from the 

almost like a regular ice cream versus  
an artisan gelato.” 

“We believe in the traditional hot 
method,” says Simone Rizzolo export area 
manager La San Marco S.p.A. “And this 
is why we have introduced our newly-
launched Leva Luxury coffee machine.  
We want to give the barista the possibility 
to adapt the extraction to the different 
blends of coffee and to extract all 
compounds of the coffee with the most 
advanced technology available starting from 

“The traditional 
coffee industry 
needs to think 
about whether 
their beans can 
represent well 

in the cold brew 
process and does 
it have a unique 
character and 
taste profile

Jennifer Liu,  
Hong Kong-based founder 
of  The Coffee Academics.

cold brew wave as it is treasured as small 
batch, artisanal and hand crafted. If one 
takes cold brew and starts producing it in 
large commercial factories it would lose the 
authenticity and novelty. 

“Regular iced coffee and cold brew are 
two ways to make a cold coffee. But the 
process, time, extraction, precision and 
texture of the coffee (smoothness, evenness 
and mouthfeel) is not the same. All this 
makes the cold brew pricier and it’s almost a 
new category of beverage. If you ask me it’s 

Cold brew is gaining popularity across Asia 
says Jennifer Liu, Hong Kong-based founder of  

The Coffee Academics

living at an exciting moment in the history 
of coffee, says Dr Massimo Hakim, who 
founded Milan-based MIKAH Premium 
Coffee in 1984. Far from seeing cold 
brewed coffee as a threat, he sees it as a way 
to interest new coffee drinkers especially 
among the younger generation. “One day, 
they will become real coffee drinkers,” 
he says. And in the meantime, they are 
becoming more familiar with the coffee 
shop lifestyle. “The increasing popularity of 
cold brew is boosting sales during summer 
months, forming a ‘new revenue spiral’ for 
all operators. MIKAH’s annual sales in Asia 
are rising with the cold brewed coffee boom 
to the point where this sector accounts for 
almost 40 per cent of the business.” 

INNoVATIVE BREWS
Cold brew coffee lends itself to 

innovative presentation, in cocktails and 
with tasting notes to guide drinkers in the 
special qualities of single origin coffees. The 
biggest drawback is the space required for 
cold brewing, a major consideration in most 
Asian cities where every square centimetre 
must be productive.   

The traditional coffee industry promotes 
cold brewed coffee as an alternative to 
iced coffee (which is brewed hot and then 
combined with ice cubes), says Tammy 
Chua, marketing manager Boncafe 
International Pte Ltd.

“For the traditional coffee industry 
to compete in this market, we have to 
understand young and trendy consumers. 
They are getting more adventurous and 
willing to explore and experience a new 
coffee culture,” says Chua. The traditional 
coffee industry has extended the cold 
brewed coffee offering by infusing food 
grade nitrogen into cold brewed coffee to 
make it look like ‘coffee beer’.

“Understanding that the majority of 
consumers prefer their coffee sweetened, 
creative offerings like fresh milk, condensed 
milk, flavoured syrup (vanilla, hazelnut, 
Irish cream and so on) are being added to 
the cold brew for a different experience.”

Reza Kurniawan, executive chef at 
Shinta Mani Siem Reap finds the whole 
concept of cold brew coffee intriguing. He 
says he explored the town’s coffee shops, 
but found only one big one that did cold 
brewed coffee with any sense of style. “They 
prepare their own brew and say it sells 
well in a bottle with ice, simple syrup and 
cold milk. I did my own experiment and 
got the same taste from an 18-hour brew 
at room temperature. I’m thinking about 
introducing it here at the hotel.” 

the centesimal ring of our coffee grinders 
for perfect grinding performance and 
granulometry of the powder.”

EXTRACTING GoodNESS
Rizzolo does not see cold brew drinkers 

affecting the sales of hot coffee, as the latter 
will always appeal on account of the speed 
with which it can be prepared. “There’s 
a short window to extract the desired 
flavours,” she says. “Some  compounds 
(acids in particular) are only soluble at 

high temperatures, and lead to some of the 
familiar more unique, sharper and acidic 
flavors. Cold brewing takes time, but it 
results in a much more rounded, smooth 
and chocolatey flavour profile, with much 
less acidity. In the end it is a matter of taste 
and it is up to coffee lovers to try different 
experiences because every person and palate 
is different. Anyhow, drink coffee because 
coffee is a language in itself!”

Thanks to the popularity of cold brew, 
traditional coffee roasters and producers are 
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Steak ThaT
Land animal protein – beef, lamb, pork,  
chicken – still rules the Asian tables.  
Vicki Williams speaks to experts to gauge  
their opinion on the trends
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Land-animal protein seems to be 
as popular as ever with diners 
in Asia, but has there been any 
shifts in preferences? Also, are 

consumers becoming more specific in tastes, 
for example grass feed vs grain feed, organic 
vs none, and what about provenance? 
 For managing director, Sutherland 
Gastronomy, Romeo Alfonso, popular 
protein options for key clients in Hong 
Kong and Macau remain pork and chicken, 
followed by beef and lamb; with pork loin, 
chicken tenderloin, and chicken mid-joint 
wings the most popular cuts. 
 The company has been in operation for 
over 20 years and carries many premium 
international brands, with a focus on 
natural and or organic. “We pride ourselves 
in carefully sourcing the best meat from all 
over the world. We are passionate about 
where the animals are raised but also how 
they are raised and what they are fed. This 
satisfaction guarantee means that you are 
left feeling confident that the meat you’re 
eating is from reliable farms, raised in a 
healthy lifestyle and fed only natural feed  
or grass.”
 For Michael Choi, sales director, The 
Meat Masters Limited, beef is the most 
popular client choice. “We see a growing 
demand for chilled beef in particular. The 
most popular is Australian Black Angus 
and popular cuts include ribeye, sirloin 
and chuck eye roll.” The demand for other 
proteins, including chicken and pork have 
remained stable says Choi.
 The company’s clients include five star 
hotels and Michelin rated restaurants, with 
customers drawn to the quality of produce 
but also its key strengths. “There are only 
a handful of meat suppliers in Hong Kong 
who have their own cold store, chilled room 
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and cold trucks and we are one of them. 
Apart from food safety, this cold chain 
guarantees freshness and we are able to 
deliver to customers within 10 days from 
slaughtering date, chilled products  
never frozen.”
  Not surprisingly the most popular 
protein that Marc Benkoe, executive chef, 
Bistecca, Italian Steakhouse, serves is 
beef, with the popular cuts maintaining 
consistency for a number of years. “The 
most popular cuts share pole position. Our 
signature Wagyu M5 Fiorentina (T-Bone ) 
Steak, and the Delmonico, also Wagyu M5 
grading bone-in rib eye. Both cuts are more 
or less the best wagyu beef has to offer.”
 To ensure consistency, something which 
he says regulars rely on, his protein sources 
have remained the same. “We are a stable 
restaurant for many years in the heart of 

The market  has 
preconceptions on 

the best 
provenance:   
poultry from 
France, lamb 

from New 
Zealand, beef  

from the US. But 
there is interest in 

other regions.”
Michael Choi, sales 
director, The Meat 
Masters Limited

“We have never 
changed our meat 

programme in 
terms of  quality, 

supplier and 
even the farm. 

[Our] customers 
appreciate the 
consistency of  
our steaks and 
I believe that’s 

why diner’s 
preferences have 
not changed.”

Marc Benkoe, executive 
chef, Bistecca, Italian 

Steakhouse, Hong Kong 

Hong Kong and never changed our meat 
programme in terms of quality, supplier 
and even the farm where the cattle is from, 
customers appreciate the consistency of 
our steaks and I believe that’s why diner’s 
preferences have not changed.” 
 The chef is also a fan of less expensive 
cuts. “Yes, we definitely use and have used 
so called butchers cuts in the past such 
as skirt steak, and flatiron. Currently our 
menu features hanger steak which gets very 
good feedback, as for the preparing method 
it needs medium high to high heat and 
most importantly time to rest, besides that 
we treat it like any other cut.”
 Alfonso has also seen a rise in demand 
for so called secondary or butcher cuts of 
beef by his clients. “Secondary cuts such as 
beef inside skirt, thick skirt, oyster blade, 
and rump cap have been increasing in 

popularity mainly due to cost and increased 
farming costs being passed down the supply 
chain. As a manufacturer purchasing the 
whole animal for process, maintaining the 
supply of each prime and secondary cut are 
the most challenging and require domestic 
and export markets to balance the cuts in 
order to make the whole supply  
chain sustainable.”
 In terms of provenance preferences 
Alfonso says that this can largely be down 
to consumers and brand building, with 
a destination being the preferred origin a 
matter of increased knowledge. “There is an 
increasing growth of companies focusing on 
brand building and education of consumers. 
One example is Welsh lamb, that we 
introduced to Hong Kong, Macau and 
China markets almost 10 years ago.”
 Choi agrees with a marketing led 

perception of provenance. “Yes, the market 
does have preconceptions on the best 
provenance, for example poultry from 
France, lamb from New Zealand, and beef 
from the US. But there are also increasing 
interest and acceptance from other regions, 
such as beef from Australia.”
 When it comes to grass feed vs grain 
feed it also depends on personal preferences 
says Benkoe, while Choi believes that there 
are some misperceptions regarding grass fed 
vs grain fed. “While there are differences, it 
does not necessarily mean that gras-fed beef 
is less tender or has less flavour, with a bit of 
exploration on the cooking method, it too, 
can achieve a tender and juicy result,”  
says Choi.
 Benkoe doesn’t see beef ’s popularity 
waning any time soon. “People will always 
crave a good steak once in a while.” 
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Advances in technology have had a 
big impact on the equipment and 
furnishings in today’s bathrooms. 

Hotel guest bathrooms in 
particular have come a long way from plain, 
white, wash-and-go spaces and are now 
among the most important areas in  
a property. 

Bathroom design, layout, and 
overall look have changed and improved 
dramatically, so much so that guests now 
expect these spaces to offer the obvious 
amenities in a space of stylish comfort  
and relaxation. 

Sanitaryware equipment manufacturers 
encourage bathrooms to be presented as 
antidotes to guests’ stressful modern lives, 
playing an essential role in the overall  
guest experience.

One of the leading manufacturers in the 
world, and known for employing the skills 
and expertise of some of the best designers, 

Sanctuary bathrooms
There are many aspects of the hospitality industry that have changed 

enormously over the past decade. One of the most obvious is the guest 
bathroom, as Zara Horner discovers

German company Duravit say they are 
committed to making “intelligent products 
for beautiful, functional, comfortable and 
sustainable bathrooms that ensure well-
being for years to come.”

show us the love
One of the latest Duravit ranges has 

been designed by Dane, Cecilie Manz 
who acknowledges ‘Luv’ required a lot of 
research because of the importance of a 
room “where there is a lot of water and 
certain everyday actions are undertaken.”

The Luv range is a reflection of 
Scandinavia, Manz says, because of its “dull 
colouring… we don’t need to speak loudly, 
not everything has to be exaggerated.” 

Minimalism is the name of the 
bathroom game today so the Luv range 
is not “over organised”, and is very much 
about “Nordic minimalism with timeless 
elegance,” as Mona Juchler, head of PR 
(Asia) for Duravit explains. 

With “gentle forms” the Luv product 
range nevertheless “follows a stringent 
geometry and is defined by precise, clear 
and fine forms and edges. 

“The designer’s original vision for this 

range was a bowl filled with water on a 
table,” Juchler says. “The result is a new 
design language that is both minimalist and 
elegant, and can be interpreted in a highly 
individual manner.”

what’s the plan?
“Technology, quality, design and 

sustainability” are at the heart of German 
sanitary fittings manufacturer Grohe’s 
production values. Nowadays, clients expect 
“countless options and endless flexibility,” 
Donald Lo, assistant marketing manager 
points out. 

“New bathroom design has to take on 
the global trend to individuality,” Lo says, 
adding the company now has to offer “an 
incredibly rich toolbox for the creative mind 
with the broadest range of colours, finishes 
and matching products… in softened and 
humanised designs.”

Grohe’s latest ranges include its 
“broadest faucet, shower and accessories 
range” Essence with 10 possible 
combinations of colours and finishes, which 
come brushed or highly polished. Every 
spout and lever is almost identical across all 
product types. Matching accessories such as 
towel rails and soap dishes are also available. 
“They all speak the same design language of 
subtle and delicate transitions and simple, 
understated geometry,” Lo says.

The hospitality industry is all about 
individual experience now, and joining 
the products seamlessly across all zones 
of a bathroom contributes to the overall 
flexibility. Grohe’s VP of design, Michael 

Seum says: “[Clients] want the familiarity 
of iconic design, but they also want [a] 
pampered, individualistic look and feel.”

what’s new
As people use more tools and 

equipment inside bathrooms, the need for 
storage and counter space is increasing. 

One of this year’s foreseeable trends is 
the rise of clever storage spaces that take 
guests by surprise. Juchler believes Duravit’s 
console table would be “an eye-catcher in 
every hotel bathroom and is available in 
traditional Nordic colours which remain 
very popular, such as taupe, stone grey, light 
blue or night blue.” This bathroom vanity 
includes multiple drawers instead of just a 
single open space, which allows guests to 
keep everything where it’s handy.

Other innovations include toilet 
systems. And according to Juchler Duravit’s 
are “ingenious… our technology offers 
everything that today’s consumers want 
from a toilet: easy to clean, hygienic and 
fitted with a shower function for the utmost 
comfort.” 

The demand for minimalist design 
features and classic finishes in hotel 
bathrooms are aspects BSC Hong Kong 
have also noted. “We believe that the trends 
we are seeing are all evolving,” Denise Lau 
the bathroom equipment contractor and 
distributor’s chief executive officer says.

Lau expects the metallic finishes trend 
to continue, “From copper to brushed 
burnished bronze, stainless steel black, etc. 
While basins and bathtubs are taking a twist 
with dark finishes or bi-colour tones of 
white in the interior and darker colours for 
exteriors. We are also [seeing a demand for] 
coloured bathroom furniture or even two-
tone contrasting colour glass on glass.” 

One of BSC’s latest innovations is 

It’s all In the detaIl

Geometric tiles with bright colour 
lines drawn into structural elements 
have been a noticeable addition in the 
last few years. While natural materials 
are almost a ‘must’. As part of that 
hotels are including green, living plants 
in bathrooms to create a pop of colour. 
Continuing this ‘organic’ theme, wood, 
among other natural materials, is 
definitely making a design comeback. 
Last year, the colour palette was simple, 
dark colours; shades of white, grey and 
black which denote cleanliness and 
when used for walls and tiles exude 
luxury and relaxation. But added to 
this have been hues of gold and rust. 
Metal accents and fixtures such as 
brass, once classics in the 1970s, are 
making a comeback. Incorporating 
brass with marble in bathroom designs 
is being used to stunning effect.

the stunning hammock bath. Made of 
carbonfibre the bath is available in black, 
white and gold.

Bathroom ambience and eclecticism 
is what it is all about, Lau says. “Our 
Colourliving range of tile coverings is now 
available in pink, racing green, and bespoke 
finishes. [We have] hand-painted tiles from 
Florence, and Vetrite thin glass panels with 
silver and gold leaves by SICIS.

“Toilet bowls are still mostly white 
probably for a hygienic look, but cisterns 
especially of classic designs like those from 
Thomas Crapper, are in British green, 
burgundy – or even a bespoke colour and 
personalised with the company name on it.”

Lau also predicts more collaboration 
between equipment manufacturers and 
international design gurus. “For example, 
Gessi has collaborated with David 
Rockwell to develop Rockwell’s first-ever 
line of fittings and accessories. Defined 
by simplicity, the Inciso Collection weds 
modern style with heritage details.”

Environmental consciousness is no 
longer a buzz word, but a very real demand 
in most aspects of the industry and in the 
bathroom this is reflected in water-saving 
designs and eco-friendly manufacturing. 

“For example, Agape’s Fez basin mixer 
has a lead-free version and Dornbracht 
Lisse basin mixer comes in low-flow rate 
models for water saving,” Lau says. “Gessi 
tap manufacturing uses electricity from 
renewable sources to prevent greenhouse gas 
emission, manufactures brass of low lead 
content and develops green technologies to 
save power during production stages.” 

Today’s 
bathrooms are 

about stress 
reduction and 

relaxation, 
which can be 

aided by BSC’s 
luxurious 

Hammock bath

The extremely flat seat of  Duravit’s latest 
lavatory makes it really comfortable

Storage space options are important in 
bathrooms now (Photo: Duravit) 

BSC’s Agape and Gessi ranges are manufactured 
with the environment in mind

The SmartControl shower is even more 
multifaceted now, available square or round in 
chrome or white with an XXL shower head option
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On trend
• Sisal and coir for busy spots
•  Longer loops, big chunky spun yarns
•  Deeper colour tones
• Rustic styling
• Super-sized cut piles that reveal    
   contrasting tone
•  Comfort: plush velvet pile, deep         
   textured return 
• Handcrafted bespoke
• More textured, ‘crunchier’ feel
• Luxurious new styles with high, dense     
  twists 
• Multi layered carpets
• Natural flooring

 EquipmEnt

Getting the ‘fifth wall’  – the 
flooring – right is fundamental 
to the success, or otherwise, of 
any space. The largest single 

aesthetic feature of the interior design 
in particular, flooring choices need to be 
exactly the right colour, tone, and texture to 
coordinate with various lighting conditions, 
foot fall and space usage. It is from the 
choice of flooring that every other design 
element of the space flows.

Carpet-less flooring was once held to 
be more hygienic and easier to maintain 
but with technical advances in fibre 
manufacture and cleaning treatments this 
is no longer true. Although bare wood still 
has its place, and tiles and concrete are 
increasingly popular for interiors.

It would seem that when it comes 
to flooring and carpet choices in 2018, 
variety is the spice of life as nowadays the 
importance of flooring as a design element 
is more highly recognised and understood. 
Latest carpet blends combine wool with 
everything from silk, linen, cotton  
and paper.

Flooring 
fundamentals

Contrary to popular perception, it’s the flooring that is usually the largest 
single design element in any space. Zara Horner finds out why, and what 

to expect in 2018
For Kim McMurray, global marketing 

director at carpet manufacturer and 
distributor Royal Thai, carpets are: 
“extremely important. We believe carpet 
brings confidence to a room or space.”

Axminster carpets are the company’s 
premium global hospitality brand drawing 
from a library of over 10,000 hand-tufted, 
machine-tufted, proprietary patterns and 
yarn colours. Using high-quality yarn 
blends such as New Zealand wool and 
nylon the “sturdy and stylish” carpets have 
been designed and engineered specifically 
for high-traffic areas.

“Axminster’s singular weaving process 
creates durable carpets that offer more 
variety in colour and pattern than any other 
process,” McMurray explains.

Vintage appeal
Two buzzwords ‘vintage’ and ‘nostalgia’ 

informed all design last year, and that is 
expected to continue in 2018. Clients want 
carpets that are tactile and comforting, 
sometimes with an aged patina.  
Many designs are now inspired by  

encyclopaedic archive remains more relevant 
than ever,” McMurray adds.

The trend of geometric patterning 
has been making waves since 2015 and 
looks set to continue this year with carpet 
manufacturers using understated colours 
and going stronger on pattern to accentuate 
the geometry believing bold statements 
exude contemporary luxury.

go hard?
While carpets enjoy an enduring 

popularity hard floor surfaces such as 
concrete, tiles and wood, offer a clean, 
modern finish to interiors, and are 
particularly popular in our region because 
of the climates. It all depends on what the 
area is going to be used for, the furnishings 
in the space and design, as well as budget.

Hard floor zones around food and 
drinks areas in particular make maintenance 
easy. But an important benefit of carpet 
in these spaces is acoustic. Carpeting can 
make the environment quieter and more 
relaxing, which means guests may stay and 
pay longer!

It is generally held that public areas such 
as these, with high traffic numbers, are more 
successful if bold, large-scale designs are 
used. Large spaces can accept large designs, 
and stronger colours show soiling less. 

The most intensive traffic area in a hotel 
is the lobby or reception area. If carpet is 

used here it must be exceptionally durable 
and well constructed. Often hotels opt 
for large rugs on hard flooring and choose 
hand-tufted custom designed carpeting, 
while expensive this is a practical choice.

Manufacturers do caution clients against 
assuming that the heavier the pile weight or 
length, the better the product. The wear of 
a carpet is determined by fibre type, blend 
and yarn integrity. The ratio of pile fibre 
density to height needs to be considered 
to give the best pile regain, appearance 
retention and foot support/comfort.

the feel of it
Texture is all-important and new 

technologies allow for all sorts of 
innovations such as variable pile height, 
mixed cuts, and loop piles. Tailored 
geometrics which give the appearance  
of a patterned carpet are popular. 

McMurray says texture is an aspect of 
carpet choice clients are keenly aware of. 
“We have developed Accent Textures,  
a portfolio of innovative techniques  
that can be explored to elevate unique 
carpet creations. 

With fully customisable pattern and 
colour capabilities, these textural finishes 
inspire any designer to confidently include 
additional accents into designs without 
compromising the high-performance 

aesthetic in hospitality interiors.”
McMurray predicts this year the practice 

of neutral colours, with a dash of vivid 
colour for impact, will continue.

“The latest example of this is in our 
newest collection, Rei, by Omar Khan. Rei 
comprises 10 individual collections, each 
applying the edition’s dominant theme in a 
series of variations around similar concepts 
inspired by Japanese philosophy and the 
natural world. 

“Collections such as Ma, from the 
Japanese word for ‘gap’, ‘space’, or ‘pause’ 
contain designs whose muted tones of 
Navaho, moss and mist are streaked with 
brilliant veins of metallic colour that express 
an emptiness on the verge of breaking open 
to brighter possibilities, like a promise yet to 
be fulfilled.”

Obviously no one carpet is the 
ideal solution for all needs. While 
clients are paying far more attention to 
environmentally friendly, sustainable 
manufacturing techniques, some things 
never change and stain repellent coverings 
that are easy to clean, affordable and 
durable remain top of the list. 

archive collections. “In the cyclical worlds  
of fashion and interior design, influencers 
and designers have always looked to 
previous generations for inspiration,” 
McMurray agrees. 

“Given this long-standing practice of 
reinventing the past in fresh new ways, it’s 
no surprise that even while we continue to 
push the boundaries of design today, our 

Food and drinks areas might benefit from easy 
to clean flooring. But patterns still play a part 
today (Photo courtesy: Regent, Singapore)

Today’s carpets are attention grabbing, 
like the plush, deep textured return 

with accents from Royal Thai

Hotels, such as The Reverie, Saigon often opt for hard floors with plush,  
durable rugs for the lobby/reception area

Regent Taipei has carpeting that is hard wearing 
yet offers comfort in the guestrooms

Big spaces such as the ballroom  
at Regent Beijing, can take big patterns,  
but need to be stain resistant
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 Product News

Asia’s most comprehensive international
food and hospitality trade event
119,500 sqm of exhibition area 

4,000 exhibitors from over 70 countries / regions

78,000 trade attendees from
100 countries / regions 

13 culinary, bakery, pastry and coffee
related competitions

50 free workshops and activities

6 specialised exhibitions 

68 international group pavilions 

Tens of thousands of products
and solutions from across the globe 

1 power-packed FHA2018 International

Conference with 100 industry experts
speaking at the 9 conference tracks

2 Venues. 1 Mega Show.
Singapore Expo      Suntec Singapore24 - 27 April 2018

Endorsed by Supported by Held in Find us onOrganiserCo-located with

Tel: +65 6233 6638
Email: enquiry@foodnhotelasia.com

Food&HotelAsia

Pre-register your visit online now!
foodnhotelasia.com/preregister

www.foodnhotelasia.com

Since 1978

Celebrating 40 years
in the business

 Product News

www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com

Lighting up
 Barovier&Toso ceiling lamp – Mazzodromo – is a group of 

ceiling lamps that create an aesthetic impact, connected by 
the heterogeneity of the glass elements. A chrome plate, 

square or rectangular, supports the steel cables along 
which are suspended lamps of various shapes, sizes, 

and surface: a slender and lively composition that develops in 
height, up to 210 cm. LED lighting for both the spots included in 
the plate and the lights inside the elements. 

Vulcan 
Introduces 

ABc7-P 
combi oven

 Because combi ovens shouldn’t 
require intensive training before they 
can be used, Vulcan is introducing a 
new restaurant combi that features 
both high performance and intuitive, 
simple operation. The Vulcan 
ABC7-P Combi, the newest addition 
to Vulcan’s ABC line of combi 
ovens, is built to deliver the precision 
cooking chefs require with the ease 
of use the line chef needs to take 
advantage of the speed, versatility 
and product quality combi  
cooking offers.
 “Combi ovens in restaurants 
are often too difficult to use. When 
this happens, kitchen staff tend 
to either avoid it, or use it without 
taking advantage of the combination 
cooking,” explains Ray Bittikofer, 
Vulcan’s business unit manager 
of combi ovens. “We created 
the ABC7-P Combi to solve that 
problem. You just dial in temperature 
and time like a convection oven and 
let the pre-programmed humidity do 
the rest. Staff language barriers are 
broken, and turnover is no longer 
an issue. Vulcan’s new combi oven 
gives restaurants the ability to take 
full advantage of combi cooking for 
faster ticket-to-table times.”
 Vulcan’s exclusive ABC algorithm 
auto-sets the optimal humidity based 
on temperature. Thus, there is no 
need to programme settings for every 
item and recipe on the menu. You 
can start using it right out of the box.
 Additional features of the Vulcan 
ABC7-P Combi include: an integrated 
cooking probe for precision cooking 
of beef, chicken, fish and pork; a 
multispeed air circulation fan that 
can be lowered to achieve perfectly 
even baking of delicate  items; pre-
programmed humidity setting that 
negates the need to programme 
every menu item and recipe; and 
Grab-and-go cutaway racks that 
provide safer access to pans.

Piece of Art
The Giorgetti Progetti armchair, the Norah swivel 
chair in solid walnut canaletto 
wood is all about elegance 
and clean lines. The 
base, with inserts in 
metal, is powder 
painted in 
bronze with a 
natural effect.  
A continuous 
line connects the 
whole skeleton 
from the arm to 
the legs in a single 
shape. Its structure gives 
it resistance but the minimalist 
design gives it lightness.  

easy does it
Natuzzi Re-vive Lounge by Natuzzi Italia, with its generous proportions and a 
clean square shape features a smooth quilted surface on the handmade backrest, 
and on the comfortable footrest. Like all Re-vive chairs, it follows the body’s 
movements, supporting it as it relaxes and lets go of tension. The recliner function 
is triggered intuitively through a weight compensation system.

designer whimsy
 Add designer details to premium suites 
from Atelier Fornasetti, an Italian decorative arts 
company known for its whimsical  handmade 
creations that inspire. Piero Fornasetti the 
founder, a Milanese painter, sculptor, interior 
decorator and engraver, was a visionary whose 
work transformed 20th century decorative arts. 
He adapted his graphic illustrations into striking 
pieces of furniture and ceramics establishing this 
legendary, eponymous brand. Their signature line is 
‘Tema e Variazioni’ or ‘Themes and Variations’ and 
covers hundreds of variations of Fornasetti muse 
Lina Cavalieri’s face (Italian opera singer). Depicted 
across almost every type of Fornasetti piece from 
wall plates to cups & saucers, this is the iconic 
motif the brand is most renowned for. 
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 Culinary news

Floral 2018
 The bartenders at Up & Above Bar, The Okura 
Prestige Bangkok are welcoming 2018 by blending 
botanics and floral flavours for a series of delicious 
cocktails. Top of the floral cocktail menu is the Cointreau 
Rose Fizz – a refreshing bubbly drink with notes of citrus 
and wild flowers; it is followed by the Chamomile Cocktail 
– a soothing and smooth whisky cocktail with citrus and 
honey notes; next up is the Afternoon Tea Highball – a 
classic with a fruity twist. It is made with house-infused 
rum and Rouge Métis Mariage Frères tea; the Rose Old 
Fashioned takes the classic Old Fashioned mix of sugar, 
bitters, brandy and gives it a spring-like lift with notes of 
Bulgarian roses; a tropical Lychee and Rose Petal Martini 
is subtle in flavour, pale pink in colour and a sheer delight 
to drink; and finally, the The Lumpini Rose is a refreshing 
South Side-inspired cocktail made with botanics for a 
crisp and floral finish.

Scan Wechat QR
/ Register

Organizer: UBM Sinoexpo Limited    Tel: 86 21 3339 2242 Mr.Alex Ni    E-mail: Alex.Ni@ubmsinoexpo.com

Follow us:         Hotelex            HotelexShanghai         Hotelex          HOTELEX Shanghai

www.hdeexpo.comen.hotelex.cn en.jiagle.com / hotelex 

143,500 
      Professional Visitors

220,000 
   SQM Exhibition Space

2,352 
Excellent Exhibitors 

HOTELEX Shanghai 2018 (PHASE I)

“A Full Scale Catering & Food Service Exhibition”
(The 27th Shanghai International

Hospitality Equipment & Foodservice Expo)

Concurrent: Expo Finefood 2018

MARCH 26 – 29, 2018

Exhibit Categories: Catering Equipment Supply | Tableware 

Co�ee & Tea | Wine & Spirits | Beverage

Cooking Ingredients | Ice Cream | Bakery

Hotel Plus 2018 (PHASE II)

“A One-stop Purchasing Platform for 
Design & Hospitality Industry”
(Shanghai Hospitality Design & Supplies Expo)

Concurrent: Design Week Shanghai

Expo Lighting for Commercial Properties

APRIL 26 – 29, 2018

Exhibit Categories: Building | Interiors | Lighting

Amenities | Fitness & Leisure | IT & Security

Haku 
Collaboration
 Curated by the legendary Japanese 
chef Hideaki Matsuo of Kashiwaya in 
Osaka and led by executive chef Agustin 
Balbi, Hong Kong’s Haku is all ready 
to  take guests on a sensory journey 
on January 19 & 20 with its very first 
collaboration of 2018 with the one star-
Michelin restaurant Amelia from San 
Sebastián, Spain. For two nights Chef 
Paulo Airaudo of Amelia will join Chef 
Balbi in the Haku Hong Kong kitchen to 
present an 8-course joint menu. Perfect 
way to celebrate the New Year.

starting a commune
  In the heart of Hong Kong’s Wong Chuk Hang, a new venue – 
Komune - has opened its doors. Located within the chic Ovolo Southside, 
the new drinks and dining space is all about sharing and collaboration. 
The name is derived from the Japanese slang ko-mu-ne, which loosely 
translates as ‘crowded’ or ‘full house’. “Drinks are king at Komune, but food 
is just as important,”explains Tim Alpe, COO of Ovolo. “Our aim is to be a 
go-to hangout and offer a unique space where everyone is taken care of. 
Whether you come in for a business breakfast, a sharing-style long lunch, 
cocktails and dinner with friends, or any time in between, Komune will have 
exactly what you’re looking for.” Komune has partnered with award-winning 
chef Alvaro Torres to create this experience. The colourful, contemporary 
space has been designed by Studio HBA.

French Flair
 Hong Kong’s casual French restaurant, A.O.C has 
unveiled its new winter menu featuring hearty French 
dishes with an Asian influence. Chef Stéphane has 
created a delightful menu with seasonal ingredients with 
great attention to various possibilities in wine pairing. 
The menu features heart-warming French street food 
from onion tart scallops and crispy pork belly to salad of 
herring and French toast. It will be served till the end of 
January. The restaurant is a stone’s throw from the busy 
Queen’s Road East and Johnston Road.

Bangkok Goes Michelin
 Michelin unveiled its first guide for Bangkok featuring a 
total of 98 restaurants. International director in charge of the 
Michelin Guides Michael Ellis said, “We are proud to launch this 
first selection of the guide dedicated to Bangkok, highlighting 
the richness of the city’s gastronomy. Our inspectors 
were thrilled to find a local culinary scene with an amazing 
vibrancy, myriad new restaurants, an astonishing variety of 
wonderful street food, but also Thai cuisine served in different 
forms.”  Three restaurants were awarded two stars in the 
Michelin Guide Bangkok 2018: Gaggan, where the chef-owner 
Gaggan Anand takes Indian cuisine to a level rarely seen; 
Le Normandie, located in The Mandarin Oriental Hotel, that 
offers sophisticated French cuisine as envisaged by Chef de 
Cuisine Arnaud Dunand Sauthier; and Chef Ryuki Kawasaki’s 
Mezzaluna that, perched on the 65th floor of the Lebua Hotel, 
delivers European delights with Japanese precision in five- 
and seven-course set menus. One star was also awarded to 
14 restaurants  including L’Atelier de Joël Robuchon, Chim 
by Siam Wisdom, Bo.lan, Saneh Jaan, Sra Bua by Kiin Kiin, 
J’aime and Savelberg. One street food vendor also got a star: 
Jay Fai, where the owner-chef serves crab omelettes, crab 
curries and dry congee.

Chef  Agustin Balbi

Chef  Paulo Airaudo

www.asianhotelandcateringtimes.com
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 EvEnts

Date event Details ORGaniseR Date event Details ORGaniseR

January 18-20 2018

March 20-23 2018

March 26-29 2018

March 27-28 2018

april 4-7 2018

april 16-19 2018

april 24-27 2018

June 27-30 2018

June 7-9 2018

July 17-19 2018

september 4-6 2018

september 4-6 2018

May 16-18 2018Food Hospitality 
World
MMRDa Grounds, 
Mumbai, india

HOReCa lebanon
Biel, Beirut, 
lebanon

Hotelex shanghai
shanghai new 
international expo 
Centre, shanghai, 
China

Hotel investment 
Conference asia 
Pacific UPDate 
(HiCaP UPDate)
Pan Pacific, singapore

The 15th Malaysia 
international Halal 
showcase (MiHas)
MiteC, Kuala 
lumpur, Malaysia

alimentaria 2018
Gran via venue, 
Barcelona, spain

FHa 2018
suntec, singapore

taiwan HOReCa 
2018
taipei World trade 
Centre, taipei, taiwan

laOHOtel 2018 & 
laOFOOD 2018
Don Chan Palace, 
vientiane, laos

speciality & Fine 
Food asia 
suntec, singapore

RBHK 2018
Hall 5D, e, F&G, 
Hong Kong 
Convention and 
exhibition Centre, 
Hong Kong

The Hotel expo & 
Conference
Hall 5De, Hong 
Kong Convention and 
exhibition Centre, 
Hong Kong

sial China
shanghai new 
international expo 
Centre, shanghai, 
China

Food Hospitality World - Mumbai is a 3-day event at 
the MMRDA Ground. This leading food and hospitality 
event will showcase food and catering services, food 
preparation and processing equipment, cooking devices, 
hospitality services, hotel services, sweets, confectioneries 
and bakeries, etc.

The region’s largest annual business meeting place for 
the hospitality and foodservice industries. Established 
in 1993, HORECA is an annual meeting place for the 
hospitality and foodservice Industries. The 25th edition 
of HORECA includes:  International Trade Show for 
the Hospitality & Foodservice Industry, International 
Trade Show for the Food Industry and Beirut 
International Wine & Drinks Fair.

This event showcases products like catering equipment 
and accessories, tableware products, textiles, information 
technology systems and services, security systems and 
services, wine and spirits, bakeries and ice-cream, etc. 

Meet & Network with the region’s key players. HICAP 
UPDATE draws internationally influential decision-
makers, experienced advisors and industry pundits, 
including: investors, owners, lenders, developers, hotel 
chain & management companies, investment bankers, 
advisors & intermediaries, architects & designers, 
government tourism officials and media.

For nearly 15 years, MIHAS has successfully connected 
halal businesses from around the world. Set against the 
backdrop of the world’s no. 1 halal economy and held 
concurrently with two industry leading events in the 
World Halal Conference and The International Halal 
Certification Bodies Convention, MIHAS offers an 
unbeatable networking and business proposition.

Endless opportunities at an event encompassing six 
shows in one. Alimentaria brings together all the 
industry’s opportunities in six shows specialised in 
key markets and consumers trends. Alimentaria is the 
leading trade show for food, drinks and gastronomy 
in both Spain and the Mediterranean Arc, and an 
international benchmark for the industry.

Regarded as Asia’s most established international trade 
show of its kind located at the centre of a thriving 
region that continues to see strong growth in the food 
and hospitality industry, FHA is well positioned to 
offer companies the best channel to exploit the market 
potential in Asia. FHA attracts not just buyers from 
within, but well beyond Singapore. Exhibitors in the 
previous edition had the opportunity to make contact 
with visitors from 99 countries/regions, excluding 
Singapore.

The Taiwan International Hotel, Restaurant & Catering 
Show, hosted jointly by TAITRA and Chan Chao 
International, targets hotels, restaurants, bakeries, 
and catering companies. It is now in its fifth edition. 
This year has seen an enthusiastic response with 172 
exhibitors in 523 booths and more on the waiting 
list. This is the fifth consecutive year of growth for the 
show, affirming its growing reputation. HORECA will 
continue to be part of the 5-in-1 Food Expo, featuring 
major food service equipment and cookery companies. 
Products shown will include ice makers, drink coolers, 
stoves, tea brewers, freezers, automatic coffee makers, 
ovens, fryers, room supplies, and china utensils, offering 
a comprehensive view of the hospitality industry. 

LAOHOTEL is the country’s number one international 
hotel, restaurant and catering equipment and supplies 
show which will be held at Don Chan Palace, 
Vientiane, Laos. A variety of exhibitors, including many 
international brands will showcase their most recent 
products and present a platform to discuss the latest 
innovations and trends in the industry.

It is pegged as Southeast Asia’s leading trade platform 
for artisan, gourmet & fine food. Gain access to the 
world of gourmet, speciality and high-end retailers, 
restaurateurs, chefs, buyers and distributors. It’s the 
Asian edition of the UK’s market-leading trade showcase 
of fine food and drink, Speciality & Fine Food Fair.  
Now into its 18th year in London, the Fair has become 
the go-to show for all those supplying gourmet food 
and drink to retail, wholesale and foodservice buyers.  
Buyers have come to rely upon the Fair as an exclusive 
opportunity for discovery and inspiration, where 
they can be sure to find delicious new products while 
celebrating the diversity that today’s producers create.

Positioned as Asia’s leading hospitality expo, RBHK 
2018 is the key event on the F&B business calendar for 
keeping updated with the latest products, trends and 
developments. More than just an exhibition, RBHK 
2018 will be serving up top culinary artists, beverage 
professionals and decision-makers. New products, 
increased supplier attendance and innovative show 
elements are set to elevate the showcase through a host 
of events that will educate, energise and inspire the 
industry.

Building on RBHK strong platform The Hotel Expo 
and Conference will bring thousands of hoteliers 
together to share ideas, do business and network. Engage 
with an audience of high quality hoteliers dedicated to 
the discovery and application of opportunities available 
to ensure the profitable and efficient running of their 
hotel businesses. The event brings together thousands 
of buyers from the world’s most rapidly expanding 
economic region; The Guangdong – Hong Kong – 
Macau Greater Bay Area which includes two Special 
Administrative Regions (Hong Kong and Macau) as well 
as China’s economic powerhouse Guangdong province 
which includes mega-cities Guangzhou and Shenzhen.

SIAL China will feature retail, catering, hotel, food 
services, import-export trade and manufacturing sectors. 
Billed as Asia’s largest food & beverage exhibition, it is 
the fourth biggest food and beverage show in the world.

Global Fairs & Media Private Limited
2nd Floor Express Tower Nariman Point
Mumbai, India

Hospitality Services  s.a.r.l
Dekwaneh, Main Road, borghol Bldg,  
2nd & 3rd Floor 
PO Box 90155 Jdidet-El-Metn 1202 2020 Beirut, 
Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 480 081 
info@hospitalityservices.com.lb.
www.horecashow.com

Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo  
International Exhibition Co. Ltd
6 Fl. Xian Dai Mansion 218 Xiang Yang Road (S) 
Shanghai, China
Tel: +86 21 3339 2222, +86 21 6437 1178
Fax: +86 21 6115 4988,+86 21 6437 0982
marketing@ubmsinexpo.com

BHN, Horwart HTL and  Stiles Capital Events
Tel:+1 714 540 9300
marketing@burba.com
www.HICAPconference.com

Malaysia External Trade Development Corporation 
(MATRADE)
Menara MATRADE, Jalan Sultan Haji Ahmad Shah, 
50480 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel : +603 6207 7077
Fax : +603 6203 7037
info@matrade.gov.my
www.matrade.gov.my

Alimentaria Exhibitions
Diputació, 119,
Barcelona (Spain)
Tel: (+34) 93 567 96 91
cschuster@alimentaria.com
www.alimentaria-bcn.com/en

UBM SES
10 Kallang Avenue #09-16 Aperia Tower 2  
Singapore 339510
Tel: +65 62336638 Fax: +65 62336633  
events.ses@ubm.com
www.foodnhotelasia.com

Taiwan External Trade Development Council 
(TAITRA)
Exhibition Section II, Exhibition Department
P. O. Box 109-770, Taipei 11099, Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-2725-5200 Ext. 2629                     
Fax: +886-2-2722-7324
HORECA@taitra.org.tw

AMB Tarsus Exhibitions
Unit 37.08, Level 37, Menara Multi-Purpose,  
Capital Square,No. 8, Jalan Munshi Abdullah,  
50100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +603 2692 6888
Fax:+603 2692 2788                     
rina@ambtarsus.com

Fresh Montgomery
Tel: +65 9880 4126 
melissa.goh@speciality-asia.com
www.speciality-asia.com

Diversified Communications Hong Kong LLC 
Unit B, 32/F, @convoy, 169 Electric Road, North 
Point, Hong Kong
Tel:+852 3958 0502
Fax +852 3105 3974
info@restaurantandbarhk.com
www.restaurantandbarhk.com

Diversified Communications Hong Kong LLC 
Unit B, 32/F, @convoy, 169 Electric Road, North 
Point, Hong Kong
Tel:+852 3958 0502
Fax +852 3105 3974
hotelexpo@divcom.com.hk
www.Divcom.com.hk/TheHotelExpo

Comexposium-Sial Exhibition Co. Ltd.
Suite 1401 No.22 Chaoyangmenwai Dajie 
Beijing 100020 PR China
www.matrade.gov.my

March 22-24 2018 Hotel Fair 2018
COeX, seoul, Korea

South Korea’s one and only professional hotel business 
exhibition where hotel business professionals and related 
new technology and products come together.  The fair 
attracts professionals from five-star hotels to budget 
hotels.

Esang Networks Co., Ltd
ES Building, 109, Gasanro-9-gil, 
Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea (08518)
Tel: +822 3397 0483
kimhc@e-sang.net
www.hotelfair.co.kr.eng
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 Appointments

 John Vasatka has recently taken 
over as CEO of Ani Villas’ collection of 
private resorts in Anguilla, Sri Lanka and 
Thailand, as well as a fourth property in the 
Dominican Republic. Vasatka has worked 
with upscale luxury hotels for nearly two 
decades, including 12 years as general 
manager at various Aman Resorts’ in the 
Caribbean, the Middle East, Sri Lanka and 
Thailand. His most recent position was as 
GM at the Malliouhana, an Auberge resort 
on Anguilla. He will continue to be based 
on the 35-square-mile British territory 
in the West Indies where Ani Villas first 
opened its doors in 2011. Unlike most 
resorts, Ani Villas and its collection of 
10-15 suite properties cater to but a single 
party at a time, whether a group of friends 
or family or corporate groups that prefer the 
run of an entire property.

 Perfect fit
 “John’s background makes him a perfect 
fit for Ani,” said outgoing CEO Ira Bloom. 
“He’s lived and worked in all of the places 
we now have private resorts, from Sri Lanka 
and Thailand to Anguilla. And his seasoning 
as a hotelier is exactly with the kind of 
demographic that’s increasingly drawn to 
the private resort concept.” Ani’s iconic 
cliff-top property on Anguilla is currently 

SPotlight 

 gerald A hendrick has been recently 
appointed as senior vice president of Resort 
Venture Pte Ltd and general manager of 
Bintan Lagoon Resort(BLR), the largest 
integrated resort on the Indonesian island 
of Bintan. Previously the vice-president – 
business development & hotel operations, 
Hendrick has been with the resort since 
2014. A seasoned hotelier, Hendrick brings 
with him 25 years of experience working 
with various hospitality management 
organisations within Asia and the Middle 
East, including openings and re-branding 
of several hotels – Hilton International, 
Shangri-La Hotels & Resorts, Raffles 
International, Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
Group, Pan Pacific, Madinat Jumeirah 
and St. Regis Hotel Singapore. Hendrick 
is responsible for the administration and 
operations of Bintan Lagoon Resort.

 Sala Phuket Resort and Spa has appointed a new general manager, executive 
chef, and food & beverage manager. The role of general manager is a homecoming 
for Anthony Van Sleeuwen, who in his previous tenure with Sala Hospitality Group 
opened Sala Phuket as executive assistant manager in 2007 and later became resident 
manager. Most recently, Anthony was general manager of The Kanda Residence on 
Koh Samui, and before that the Australian national led the sales and marketing team 
at Fusion MAIA Resort in Danang, Vietnam. “I am thrilled to be rejoining Sala 
again, especially at Sala Phuket. The team there is very strong and it brings back so 
many fond memories for me,” says Anthony. Joining Anthony is another familiar 
face to the Sala team, executive chef tony Wrigley, who has been transferred from 
his role as regional executive chef – Sala boutique, where he oversaw the culinary 
operations for Sala Rattanakosin, Sala Khao Yai, and Sala Ayutthaya for the last five 
years. Working with chef Tony to ensure Sala Phuket Resort and Spa’s gastronomic 
offerings are of the highest standards is the new food & beverage manager Basil 
Scheerer. Basil joins the team from the Pullman Khaolak-Phang Nga, where he was 
responsible for the management and operation of all the hotel’s restaurants and bars.

undergoing repairs in the aftermath of 
Category 5 Hurricane Irma. The resort is 
using the opportunity for a more extensive 
renovation and upgrade with plans to open 
anew in March 2018. “We’d been planning 
significant renovations around this time, 
though we didn’t expect Irma to have such 
a heavy hand in our planning,” said Bloom, 
who has led Ani Villas since inception.

 looking into the future
 Bloom will now focus on acquisition 
and management of the assets of the group 
as owner’s representative for its principal 
Tim Reynolds, who parted company from 
Jane Street Capital some years ago to focus 
on the development of Ani Villas and its 
complementary philanthropic effort, the 
Ani Art Academies. For every private resort 
that Reynolds opens, he opens another 
stand-alone art academy that provides fully 
funded 3- to 4-year education in painting 
and drawing for local students. Beyond 
the Dominican Republic, Ani is eyeing 
possibilities in Panama, Brazil, Zanzibar  
and the South Pacific.
 “Now that we have John on board 
to steer our hospitality operation, Ira is 
in a position to deepen our footprint in 
some of the world’s most interesting new 
destinations,” said Reynolds.

John Vasatka
chief executive officer, 
Ani Villas’ collection

Tony WrigleyAnthony Van Sleeuwen Basil Scheerer

909, Chai Wan Industrial City, Phase 2, 70 Wing Tai Road, Chai Wan, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2889 2123      Email: alpha@eurocave.com.hk
https://www.eurocavepro.hk
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The secret is Lamb Weston Stealth Fries.® Our proprietary clear batter coating 
keeps them hot and crispy twice as long as traditional fries – so you can deliver 
delicious shareables and sides that hold up to sauces, toppings and more.

Visit LambWeston.com/StealthAP2 to learn more and request a sample.

Hotter. Crispier. For Longer.
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